Root Canal Preparation with a Novel Nickel-Titanium Instrument Evaluated with Micro-computed Tomography: Canal Surface Preparation over Time
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Abstract

Introduction: The aim of this part of an ongoing study was to describe the dentin removal ability of a novel nickel-titanium instrument, the self-adjusting file (SAF), by using micro-computed tomography. Methods: Twenty maxillary incisors were scanned preoperatively at 20-μm resolution and postoperatively after up to 6 minutes of preparation with an SAF with 1.5-mm or 2-mm diameter. SAFs were operated with continuous irrigation in a handpiece that provided an oscillating, in-and-out movement. Changes in canal volume compared with preoperative values as well as unprepared canal surface area were determined. Data were normally distributed and compared by analysis of variance and regression analyses. Results: Preoperatively canal volumes were statistically similar in both groups (9.86 ± 3.97 mm³ and 9.80 ± 2.67 mm³). Volumes increased during preparation to 13.58 ± 3.85 mm³ (after 6 minutes with SAF 1.5 mm) and 16.43 ± 3.64 mm³ (after 5 minutes with SAF 2.0 mm), and overall canal shapes were adequate. Unprepared canal surface area decreased from 63.0% ± 15.1% (2 minutes with SAF 1.5 mm) to 8.6% ± 4.1% (5 minutes with SAF 2.0 mm). Conclusions: Preparation of straight root canals in maxillary anterior teeth left little canal surface uninstrumented after shaping with the SAF. The timeframe of clinical application will depend on the amount of desired dentin removal and done with an SAF selected on the basis of apical gauging. (J Endod 2010; doi:10.1016/j.joen.2010.02.023)
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The purpose of root canal preparation in the context of endodontic therapy is to (i) shape the canals to an adequate geometry and (ii) clean the canal system by promoting access for disinfection solutions; this strategy has been termed chemomechanical canal preparation (1). Importantly, mechanical canal preparation supports disinfection via disturbing biofilms that adhere to canal surfaces (2, 3) and, second, by removing a layer of infected dentin (4, 5).

Root canal preparation should be done with little or no shaping errors such as zipping or perforation. Many current preparation techniques, including the use of engine-driven nickel-titanium (NiTi) instruments, promote adequate canal shapes (6). Although rotary systems do prepare many canals without major procedural errors, they do not address canal types with long-oval or flat cross sections. Typically radicular walls of such canals will be incompletely prepared and buccal and lingual extensions uncleansed (7).

Various approaches have been described in the literature pertaining to testing of root canal preparation instruments. During the last decade high-resolution microcomputed tomography (MCT) has emerged as a powerful approach to study canal preparation techniques (8–11). This analytical tool permits detailed and nondestructive evaluation of root canal geometry. In addition, the approach yields quantitative data detailing the performance of any given root canal shaping instrument. With MCT, it has been shown that the amount of mechanically prepared canal surface and perhaps equally disturbed biofilm in main root canal, depending on canal type, is frequently below 60% of the canal surface (10, 12).

A newly developed self-adjusting file (SAF) (ReDent-Nova, Ra’anana, Israel) was designed to address the shortcomings of traditional rotary files by adjusting itself to the canal cross section (13). This instrument consists of a compressible opened NiTi tube that, on placement into a root canal, will exert pressure against the canal wall (Fig. 1, insert). The SAF is used in an in-and-out motion powered by a handpiece and under constant irrigation. The canal shaping performance of this novel instrument has not been described at this point in time.

The aim of this study was to detail dentin removal when the SAF is applied to root canals in maxillary anterior teeth. By using MCT, we specifically assessed in anterior teeth the decrease of untreated surface area over time as well as changes in overall and apical dentin volume.

Materials and Methods

Selection of Teeth

From teeth that had been extracted for reasons unrelated to the current study, 50 human maxillary incisors were collected and stored in 0.1% thymol solution at 4°C until further use. Teeth were mounted on scanning electron microscopy stubs and scanned in a desktop MCT unit at an isotropic resolution of 20 μm (μCT 40; Scanco Medical, Brütisellen, Switzerland) by using previously established methods (10, 12). A total of 20 teeth were then selected on the basis of similar canal volumes and overall canal geometries; they were then accessed by using high-speed diamond burs, and patency of the coronal canal was confirmed. Coronal flaring was accomplished with #2 Gates-Glidden burs (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) placed to 2–3 mm below the cementoenamel junction. Subsequently, canal lengths and patency were determined with size 10 K-files (Dentsply Maillefer) and radiographs;
working lengths were set 1 mm shorter than the radiographic apex. A glide path was confirmed at least to a size #20 K-file; however, apical gauging with increasing sizes of Nitiflex K-files (Dentsply Maillefer) revealed typical apical sizes to be #30 or #35 for the maxillary anteriors included in this study. Specimens were then randomly allocated to 2 groups with n = 10 each. That sample size was based on the following assumptions: an approximated prepared canal surface area for conventional preparation of about 65%\(^2\) (14), a \(\alpha\) error = 0.05, 80% power, and at least 80% \(\beta\) prepared canal area for the SAF. Surface area preparation assumptions were supported by data from pilot experiments with maxillary anteriors prepared with NiTi rotaries as well as molars prepared with the SAF.

### Root Canal Instrumentation with the SAF

The SAF was operated by using a trans-line (in-and-out) vibrating handpiece (GENTLEpower; KaVo, Bieberach a. d. Riß, Germany) combined with a RDT3 head (ReDent-Nova) (13) at a frequency of 83.3 Hz (5000 movements per minute) and an amplitude of 0.4 mm. This movement combined with intimate contact along the entire circumference and length of the canal and the slightly rough surface of the file removes a layer of dentin with a filing motion. The hollow design allows for continuous irrigation throughout the procedure. A special irrigation device (VATEA; ReDent-Nova) was connected to the irrigation hub on the file and provided flow of the irrigant (3% NaOCl) at a flow rate of 5 mL/min.

The SAF was inserted into the canal while vibrating and delicately advanced apically with an intermittent in-and-out hand movement of 5-mm amplitude until it reached the predetermined working length. It was operated with continuous irrigation (13). Canals in both groups were shaped by a single general practitioner, who had been specifically trained with the SAF instrument and participated during a pilot study.

In group 1, canals were prepared with the 1.5-mm diameter SAF; in group 2, canals were prepared with the 2.0-mm SAF. Preparation initially continued for 2 minutes, and teeth were then submitted to a postoperative MCT scan. Similarly, scans were done after 3, 4, 5, and 6 minutes of canal preparation; in group 2 no scans were done after 6 minutes. An individual SAF was assigned to each specimen; therefore, each SAF 1.5 and 2 mm instrument was used for a total of 6 and 5 minutes, respectively. Teeth were kept in containers with thymol solution during transport and scanning.

The clinicians were not allowed to see virtual models of the specimens before and during root canal preparation. This was done to avoid bias by an attempt to manually direct the preparation instrument into any potentially uninstrumented area.

### Evaluation

Virtual root canal models were reconstructed on the basis of MCT scans and superimposed with a precision of better than 1 voxel. Precise repositioning of pre-preparation and various postpreparation images was ensured by a combination of a custom-made mounting device.
and a software-controlled iterative superimposition algorithm (9, 10, 15); the resulting color-coded root canal models (green indicates preoperative, red indicates postoperative canal surfaces) enabled quantitative comparison of the matched root canals before and after shaping.

From individual canal models, canal volumes up to the level of the cementoenamel junction as well as in the apical 4 mm were determined by using custom-made software (IPL; Scanco Medical) as described previously (10). Subsequently, the percentage of unprepared canal surface was assessed for the full canal length and the apical 4 mm. Analyses were done for each postoperative scan for a total of 90 MCT data sets.

With superimposed models and commercially available measurement software (VGStudioMax 2.0; VolumeGraphics, Heidelberg, Germany), canal areas with more than 100 μm² dentin removal were determined. To this end, a threshold of 100 μm was preset for the distance measurement tool, and the surface fraction was determined at the end of the canal shaping period.

**Statistical Analysis**

Voxel volume in this data set was $8 \times 10^{-6}$ mm$^3$, and such data are reported as means ± standard deviations, rounded to the nearest 1/100 mm$^3$. Data for prepared canal surface area are presented as percentages relative to preoperative canal surface areas. Because normality assumptions were verified, parametric methods were used for comparison; the level of statistical significance was set at $\alpha = 0.05$. Volumes and prepared areas, respectively, were compared with repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) within groups. The $t$ tests were used for between-group comparisons. A regression analysis was done to correlate the amount of uninstrumented canal surface with the preparation time.

**Results**

Preoperatively, 7 root canals in maxillary anteriors demonstrated between 1 and 6 accessory canals, mainly in middle and apical root canal thirds, which were large enough to be detected by MCT with the selected resolution (Fig. 1A).

Overall, main canals were typically straight and relatively round in cross section (Fig 1B, green areas). Postoperative shapes were overall visibly error-free, and no instrument fragments remained in the root canals at the end of the preparation period (Fig. 1), except for one case with a small metal particle that was observed after 5 minutes of shaping. It was no longer present in the subsequent 6-minute MCT scan. Canal shapes were satisfactory, with similar amounts of dentin removed around the perimeter in most cross sections (Fig. 1B) and overall fully prepared canal surface areas.

Calculations based on postoperative MCT reconstructions showed a gradual increase in canal size, which was more pronounced after preparation with SAF 2.0 mm. Color-coded superimposed models of preoperative and postoperative MCT data demonstrated an increase in prepared canal surface area, shown in red (Fig. 1), with canal preparation over time with both SAF 1.5 and 2.0 mm.

Quantitative assessment of canals assigned to the 2 groups yielded statistically similar canal volumes, with $9.86 \pm 3.97$ mm$^3$ and $9.80 \pm 2.67$ mm$^3$, respectively (Fig. 2, insert). Volume of accessory canals ($n = 17$) varied between 0.0002 and 0.038 mm$^3$ and averaged $0.01 \pm 0.01$ mm$^3$. Final canal volumes were $13.58 \pm 3.85$ mm$^3$ (after 6 minutes with SAF 1.5 mm) and $16.43 \pm 3.64$ mm$^3$ (after 5 minutes with SAF 2.0 mm).

Canal volume increased by $3.63 \pm 1.80$ mm$^3$ for SAF 2.0 mm and $1.65 \pm 0.88$ mm$^3$ for SAF 1.5 mm during the first 2 minutes of preparation. This amount was significantly greater ($P < .01$) than during the subsequent 2-minute period in both groups (Fig. 2A). Incremental smaller canal volume increases then occurred from minute 3 of activation onward in both groups.

A key variable for MCT assessment of canal preparation is untreated surface area. Overall untreated surface area decreased from 63.0% ± 15.1% (2 minutes with SAF 1.5 mm) to 8.6% ± 4.1% (5 minutes with SAF 2.0 mm) (Fig. 2B). Similarly, unprepared area in the apical 4 mm decreased from 88.0% ± 7.1% (2 minutes with SAF 1.5 mm) to 28.6% ± 12.6% (5 minutes with SAF 2.0 mm).

Regression analysis indicated a linear relationship of the reduction in overall untreated area over time for SAF 1.5 mm ($r^2 = 0.98$, $P < .0012$). Linear regression was first also performed for the SAF 2 mm ($r^2 = 0.909$, $P < .0468$). However, a second-order polynomial yielded a better approximation, with an optimum in prepared surface area reached after 5 minutes of preparation ($r^2 = 1$, $P < .0182$; Fig. 2B).

There was a significant ($P < .001$) difference in the fraction of prepared surface with greater than 100-μm dentin removal, 25.2% ± 10.6% for SAF 1.5 mm after 6 minutes and 56.6% ± 10.3% after 5 minutes of preparation with the larger instrument.

**Discussion**

This study is a part of a comprehensive, MCT-based evaluation of the shaping potential of a novel root canal preparation instrument, the SAF. The design and mechanical parameters of this new system have been described in detail previously (13, 16). This report focuses on dentin removal over time in maxillary anterior canals and specifically the fraction of prepared surface area. The intention was to give
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**Image Information**

**Figure 2.** Effect of progressive preparation of root canals with SAF 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm. Initial canal volumes in both groups ($n = 10$ each) were statistically similar (insert). Preparation was done with 1.5 mm SAF (blue symbols) and 2.0 mm SAF (red symbols). (A) Canal volume increase with preparation over time. (B) Reduction in uninstrumented canal surface with progressive preparation. Data approximated by linear regression line (blue; untreated area = 80.02–8.59 × time) and second-order polynomial curve (red; untreated area = 89.31–32.91 × time + 3.35 × time$^2$).
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clinicians guidelines as to how long a canal needs to be shaped with the SAF for a desired result. Moreover, information was gained for the selection of SAF 1.5 versus the larger diameter SAF 2.0 mm.

For this study, teeth with straight canals were selected. Such canal anatomy will likely not lead to preparation errors such as canal transportation; therefore, this parameter was not assessed here. However, subsequent studies on mandibular and maxillary molars will address that question, permitting in principle comparison of the SAF performance in curved canals with earlier MCT-based studies (10, 17).

Canals in the present study also had larger initial canal volumes than buccal canals in maxillary molars (12), mirrored in gauged apical sizes of #30 or #35 in the majority of the present specimens. Data for canal surface preparation provided here suggest that the SAF 2.0 mm is adequate for such a canal size and might be also selected for palatal canals in maxillary molars that have similar sizes.

According to the presented data and earlier pilot trials (16), the SAF is most effective during the first 2 minutes of use, and hence under the present experimental conditions, the bulk of dentin removal was accomplished during the first 2 minutes of preparation. However, there is about 40% unprepared canal area even with the SAF 2.0 mm at that time. Regression analysis indicated that an optimum of prepared canal surface of more than 90% on average is reached after 5 minutes of activation.

Direct comparison of SAF performance with dentin removal over time by NiTi rotaries is difficult. However, one study with MCT of trenched bone slabs described similar result to what was seen in the present study; a leveling off in cutting ability after 300–400 cycles (~2 minutes of use in that experiment) (18).

This study is the first to focus on canal preparation with the SAF by using MCT. The latter technique was introduced to experimental endodontics about a decade ago (9); it has been used to assess, in a quantitative and 3-dimensional approach, the performance of current NiTi rotaries (10, 12). A direct comparison between MCT data on NiTi rotaries and the present study is possible; however, one has to keep in mind that resolutions differ from study to study, impacting the potential to detect canal surface preparation. In a pilot study maxillary anterior teeth were scanned at the same resolution as in the present study; preparation with ProTaper (Dentsply Maillefer) used to an apical size of #50 (F5) resulted in mean unprepared canal areas of about 57%. Moreover, compared with rotary NiTi preparation in oval canals in molars (11), it appears that the amount of prepared surface in such canals with the SAF is higher (data not shown).

A potential limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size of 20 canals in total. It is, however, in the same range as in earlier (12, 14, 17) and recent (19) MCT-based studies. The selected maxillary anterior teeth were also very similar in canal anatomy; hence a power analysis, which depends on the variance in the outcome variable, suggested that n = 10 samples per group were sufficient.

One strength of the selected nondestructive approach was to permit repeated evaluation after incremental preparation over time. This provided information for the clinically recommended usage time; 3 or 4 minutes of activation might be sufficient to address most of the canal surface.

Previous studies with an MCT system with 36-μm resolution documented on average untreated canal areas for rather large and straight palatal canals in maxillary molars of up to 49%, whereas smaller and relatively round distobuccal canals had up to 33% surface area unprepared (14). In the present study, the preparation even with the smaller SAF for 3 minutes accomplished about the same. Regarding removal of dentin, the observed values are similar to or slightly larger than those determined earlier for NiTi rotary instruments (12, 14).

By using canal cross sections in a 2-dimensional assessment, uninstrumented canal perimeters varied between 44% and 68% in long oval canals (20). In a recent study (21), the same group found less unprepared canal perimeter for canal shapes created with rotary instruments, ranging from 25%–35%. However, when material removal of at least 200 μm was required, 80% or more of the canal surface was counted as not prepared (21). In the present study after 5 minutes with SAF preparation, on average about 57% of the canal surface; at least 100 μm, was removed. This was circumferential, and no thinning of the radicular walls was noted.

Rotary NiTi root canal files have been linked to a 5%–5% incidence of intracanal breakage (22); although a retained instrument fragment per se does not significantly alter healing of periapical lesions, it is preferable to have no impediment to disinfection inside canals. In the present study only 1 of a total of 20 canals (90 preparation cycles) presented with a retained NiTi fragment, which was likely too small to pose any obstacle for disinfection. Moreover, pilot data and the present results suggest that probably as a result of the design of the SAF, any retained instrument fragments might be small and loose in the canal. Consequently, the one fragment observed in the present study was flushed out in the subsequent preparation cycle.

Eradication of microorganisms, a critical step for endodontic outcomes (23), is the result of a combination of mechanical preparation (24) and irrigation (25). Irrigation alone is not always effective (26), and mechanical action of instruments on canal walls, including removal of infected dentin, might be needed.

Mechanical disinfection can also be related to removal of a layer of infected dentin, at least of incompletely mineralized predentin (27). It has been shown, however, that bacteria might penetrate dentinal tubules to depths of 200 μm and more (5). The present study indicated that complete uniform enlargement of a root canal by 200 μm is not achieved with a novel instrument; this appears to be an unattainable goal for any contemporary mechanical canal preparation technique (10, 21).

Specifically, the preparation of the most apical canal section remains a challenge. With the SAF, unprepared area amounted up to 28.6% ± 12.6% after 5 minutes of shaping with SAF 2.0 mm, which still compares favorably to preparation with several popular NiTi rotaries (10). In this area, sufficient deposition of disinfecting irrigation solutions is particularly important. Antibacterial efficacy of canal surface preparation was not directly determined in the present study. However, another experiment involving the SAF suggested enhanced irrigation capacity promoted by continued application through the hollow center of the instrument (28).

Mechanical preparation might affect bacterial biofilms (29) rather than only microorganisms in their planktonic state. With further improvement in hardware and software, it might be possible in the future to directly determine the amount of biofilm removed from MCT-based experiments.

In conclusion, preparation of straight root canals in anterior teeth with the novel SAF left little canal surface uninstrumented after 5 minutes of activation; there were also no significant procedural errors. The timeframe of clinical application will depend on the amount of desired dentin removal and will be done with an SAF selected on the basis of apical gauging.
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